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Fall President’s Address
This year’s conference definitely did not
disappoint. I would like to thank our executive director, Liz Green, and her conference
team for making it a huge success. Special
thanks go to Katy Greene and Stacey Stevens.
The official conference opening was on
Sunday, July 29. The keynote address was
delivered by Terrie Price, Ph.D., a neuropsychologist from the Rehabilitation Institute
of Kansas City. I have had the pleasure of
working with her for the past 22 years. Dr.
Price reviewed the latest research in our
field. She shared stories of her many years
of experience addressing the topic of return
to driving with her clients, while intertwining her presentation with delightful humor.
Led by President-Elect Michele LutherKrug, the ADED Board of Directors began
a new tradition this year, making a gift donation to a local charity in the host city of our
annual conference. The charity selected for
the inaugural award was the Alzheimer’s
Association of Kansas, given in memory of
my father, William Schwartz. A representative from the Alzheimer’s Association was
present to accept the donation during the
conference opening session. I would like to
thank ADED and our board of directors for
starting this tradition. My family was truly

touched to have our
father honored in this
way. He would have
been so proud of this
and definitely was
proud of the work
that we do, and all
that ADED represents.
Mary Schwartz,
Over the next sevOTR/L, CDRS
eral days, there were
great educational and networking opportunities offered through seminars, soap box
presentations, the mentor program, case studies, poster presentations and the exhibit hall.
At the Awards Banquet on Monday night,
two of our well-deserving members were
honored. Larry Bowen was the recipient
of the Lifetime Achievement Award, and
Dianna Robertson was the recipient of the
Scholar Award. As conference was winding
down, our newest in the field were anxiously
awaiting the time to take the CDRS Exam.
This year we had a record number of 40
individuals sitting for the exam.
I hope all of you who were able to attend
enjoyed this year’s conference as much as
I did. The board and I are looking forward
to seeing everyone next year in Columbus,
Ohio for our 37th Annual ADED Conference.

2425 North Center Street, #369
Hickory, NC 28601

The 36th annual ADED conference “Making A Difference” marked our return to Kansas City for another successful conference.
I would like to take the time to share how
ADED has made a difference in my career
path and career development as a driver
rehabilitation specialist.
I attended my first ADED conference 20
years ago, in 1992 in Cambridge, Massachusetts. I had begun working in the field
of driver rehabilitation in March of that year.
I had a half-day orientation with my predecessor and was told, “Good luck and make
sure they send you to the ADED conference
in August.” So for the next five months, I
struggled to learn the profession without internet access. I did the best that I could, but I
was definitely floundering. August could not
come soon enough. I thought about throwing in the towel, but I wasn’t one to give
up easily. Upon attending the 16th annual
ADED conference, I felt like I was at home.
I was amazed at the number of resources that
were available and also the knowledge of the
participants. Everyone was so kind and willing to share their knowledge and expertise.
Over the years, I have continued to attend our
conference almost annually and continue to
build my knowledge, stay current in the field
and develop lifelong friendships.
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p u t s yo u i n t h e d r i v e r ’ s s e at
Designed specifically for the C300 and C350
power wheelchair bases, Permolock C3 lets you
safely and securely drive or ride while sitting in
your Permobil.
Operated with the simple touch of a button,
the Permolock C3 consists of two basic elements–
a locking device mounted to the wheelchair chassis
and a locking plate mounted to the vehicle. The angle and the height are
adjustable for vehicles with a sloped driver’s position. Plus, the locking features
ensure the wheelchair does not break free during a collision or due to some
other sudden movement.

1
locking plate
Easy-to-install docking station that holds the
chair firmly and securely in position.

2
spring-loaded pins
Two fixed pins attach to the Permolock C3 base to
allow for a safe and secure ride. When an obstacle
is encountered, they push up into the chassis.

3
adjustable base
The height of the base can be adjusted in 5mm
increments, and the angle adjustment utilizes
a spring to help with mounting it on a slope.

Go anywhere you want to go with Permobil!
Learn more @ permobil.com
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Editor’s Note— Community
In coming up with this quarter’s theme, I was thinking about the
communities we create. Depending on where we work, we may
have a community within that organization. We have certainly
created a vibrant community within ADED. I know that one of the
great benefits to me has been the community that is the Georgia/
South Carolina chapter. I have been a member since 1996, and
the benefits have been impossible to measure. Compared to some
other regions, we are a small group, but when we started we met
six times a year. A bit excessive I know, but now we are down to
three to four times a year. As a new DRS, getting to know the more
experienced members was so helpful. Karen Monaco is definitely
my mentor, answering countless questions over the years. She also
Beth Anderson
generously offers me a home away from home when I travel to
Gibson
see clients in her area.
In my current job, I travel all over the state of Georgia, which for those of you not familiar
with the South, can mean trips of up to six hours one way. I know all the NMEDA vendors
in the state and most of their technicians, and I feel I have a good relationship, a community,
with them as well. I hate to tell you the number of times the guys from Adaptive Driving
Solutions in Augusta (which is 150 miles from home) have bailed me out. From rescuing me
and my stalled car from a busy intersection the Friday before the Master’s Golf Tournament,
to overnighting equipment so we can do an install while I am still in town, and to finding
a replacement nut when I dropped one (try finding a tiny little nut on pine straw covered
asphalt) while installing my Veigel hand controls, they always smile and say, “No problem.”
The other shops are also always willing to help me with a last minute adjustment or just to
offer suggestions when I need them. As a rule, they go out of their way to be accommodating, and I really appreciate them.
When my daughter was small, it seemed to her that we always bumped into one of my
clients. We saw someone at the mall, the grocery store, even the airport. I remember her
asking, “Mommy do you know everyone in a wheelchair?” If we lived in a small town, that
would not be unusual, but we live in Atlanta. On July 4th we were watching the Peachtree
Road Race when my husband pointed out a wheelchair racer with no hands. I yelled, “Go
(Continued on page 6)
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Greetings from the Executive Office
ADED is Making a Difference, and our 36th annual
conference made a difference for those in the field of driver rehabilitation. A total of 212 attendees arrived in Kansas City, Missouri,
excited to see old friends, make new connections and learn about
the changes, opportunities and growth of our industry. The hotel in
Kansas City is a familiar location for ADED conference. The name
on the hotel property has changed since our last visit, and renovation construction added an extra layer of “excitement”. Pictures are
up on the ADED Face Book page; be sure to check those out! A
huge “thank you” goes out to the Conference Team: Katy Greene
and Stacey Stevens. They volunteer their time on this event yearround, and it is safe to say that with this publication, next year’s
show is already being planned. It is always an adventure to put on a
conference of this size, and we wouldn’t be successful without our
army of volunteers. Prior to conference, Brian and Laura Iadarola
coordinated the ADED Memorial Fund fundraiser, solicited silent
and live auction donations, and secured our banquet entertainer.
Suzanne Farnan-Maddox was our on-site program support and
coordinated the silent auction. Our live auctioneers were Jenny
Nordine and Jason Strowmatt. Clinton Matney’s logistics skills were
instrumental in orchestrating the exhibit hall “move in”. Tommy
Crompton provided the Sunday morning worship service and offered
a moving awards banquet invocation. Our new attendee orientation
was conducted by Beth Rolland and Holly Alexander. Dana Benoit
was on-hand to manage and coordinate the videographer team for
future on-line learning opportunities. I encourage you to take a
moment to personally thank all these volunteers that put in time,

United Access
Mobility for Living, Service for Life

-New & Used Wheelchair Accessible Van Sales
-Lifts, Mobility Seating, and Driving Controls
-High Tech Driving Equipment
-24 Hour Service, Rentals, and much more!

(888)939-1010 or
email: info@unitedaccess.com
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energy and care towards a very successful conference.
The Mentor Program continues
to expand and enjoyed a successful
fourth year with much excitement
and participation from conference
attendees. Through this program,
new conference attendees were
paired with returning attendees and
introduced to our exhibit hall vendors. The goal is for mentor teams
to continue their contact throughout
the year. These partnerships will be
Liz Green
an instrumental part of the program’s
Executive Director
development and growth. Special
thanks go to Beth Rolland and Holly Alexander for coordinating
this program.
The exhibit hall was a bustle of activity throughout conference.
To kick off conference and the exhibit hall, product demonstrations
were offered Saturday evening. Saturday Night Product Demos
was well-attended, and those participating exhibitors were pleased
with the turnout and ability to have additional time to demonstrate
their products. During the unopposed exhibit hall hours, attendees
enjoyed opportunities to visit with our 45 exhibitors, nine of these
being first time exhibitors. Back by popular demand, the Soap Box
Session program was offered in the exhibit hall. Soap Box sessions
pair driver rehabilitation specialists and exhibit hall vendors for
short presentations, giving attendees the opportunity to hear real
life examples and case studies.
Congratulations NEW Certified Driver Rehabilitation Specialists!
A total of 40 candidates sat for the CDRS examination on July 31,
2012. We are proud of everyone that sat for the exam and understand
that this is an important step in your career. ADED has now added
28 new CDRSs to our ranks with this year’s exam.
A highlight of conference is our annual awards banquet, and three
special leaders in our industry were honored. The Scholar Award
was presented to Dianna Robertson, MScOT, CDRS. Our current
president, Mary Schwartz, OTR, CDRS, was awarded the Achievement Award. Finally, Larry Bowen, CDRS, has joined the Lifetime
Honorary Membership Club. Please see article in this issue for more
details on these award winners. Mary Schwartz, ADED President,
awarded special presidential citations to those members who have
been instrumental in this year’s success and progress.
All in all, thanks to the ADED board, ADED Conference committee, presenters, exhibitors and attendees. Our 2012 conference
was a great success!
THINGS TO KNOW:
Mark your calendars for 2013 ADED Conference & Exhibits in
Columbus, OH, August 16-20, 2013. Our theme next year is “All
Systems Go!”, and we are working hard to bring you the exceptional
educational sessions, a broad range of exhibitors and networking
opportunities that you have come to depend on. If you are interested
in presenting, please submit Call for Presentations ASAP. Postconference feedback has been solicited from all attendees and is
invaluable in helping us move forward and continuously improve
the program.
2013 ADED Membership Drive: October marks the beginning
of our annual membership drive. ADED membership runs annu-
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ally from January through December. Prompt membership renewal
ensures uninterrupted membership benefits, ongoing listing in
membership directory and uninterrupted display on the website.
Renewals may be done through the website and are highly encouraged. If you have any trouble logging into your account, please
e-mail us at info@driver-ed.org.
There are benefits to early renewal! Renew or join between October 1st and December 1st and you will be automatically entered
for a chance win a 50% discount conference registration! Twenty
winners will be awarded this valuable prize.
Did you know that membership rates remain unchanged since
2010 and continue to be competitive with other professional organizations? New Member =$145, Renewal Individual =$120, Facility
(1-3 members) =$240, Facility (4-6) =$600, Facility (7-10) =$960,
Mobility Equipment Dealer =$275, Corporate Dealer Member
=$525, Student =$95. Your dues help support the operational needs
of the association.
CDRS renewals: By now, those with CDRS expiring in 2012
should have received their renewal packets. Renewal information
is also available through www.aded.net or by e-mailing me at:
Elizabeth.green@driver-ed.org. In order to avoid late penalty or
suspension of CDRS status, all renewal applications are due to the
executive office on or before November 1, 2012. As a reminder, 15%
of applications are randomly selected for audit. Those selected for
audit will be contacted in writing, requesting further documentation. It is the responsibility of each CDRS holder to retain records
of attendance and approval for non-ADED approved contact hours.
ADED Board of Directors Elections: This is your CALL to
ACTION! Nominations are open until September 30, 2012, with
electronic voting to follow. All eligible voting members will receive
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an invitation to vote via e-mail. Electronic election ballots will be
confidential and secure; please be sure to vote. Electronic voting
closes October 19, 2012.
It is my great pleasure and honor to be of service to ADED. I
am here to serve you, so please feel free to contact me if you have
suggestions or comments.
Elizabeth Green, OTR/L, CDRS
ADED Executive Director

2012 Conference Balance Sheet

Fall 2012

Income
Expenses
Net income*

$212,500
$123,000
$89,500

*data available as of publication printing; subject to change
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Editor’s Note— Community
(Continued from previous page)

James” and told my husband that the racer was one of mine, a young
man with multiple amputations. Just last weekend my husband and
I met at the movies. I had gone in first and was waiting in the lobby
for him. He gave his ticket to the ticket taker, a young man in a
wheelchair. When my husband walked over to me, he said casually,
“So did you teach him to drive?” I smiled and replied, “Matter of
fact I did.” One of my new drivers this summer told me he would be
attending the University of Georgia this fall (35 thousand students),
and guess what? He will be living in my daughter’s dorm. Small
world, big community.
Okay so what is my point? Well, the fall issue of News Brake is a
celebration of the ADED conference, our community. Check out the
pictures. I always enjoy seeing the members I have come to know
over the years as well as meeting new people. The speakers do a great
job, and the discussions that occur both in and outside of sessions are
another way to build our community. I enjoy talking to the exhibitors,
not just to sell ads, but to find out what is new with their products or
to see if they have a solution to one of my clients’ problems. This year
I became acquainted with John Hancock, AgrAbility Project Director
from the University of Kentucky, who has since helped me work out
issues with an ATV and a trailer for a paraplegic client that will allow
him to return to work in construction. City girls need that kind of help.
If you have been a member for a while and did not make it to conference this year, think about it for next year or consider attending
NMEDA in February. Having a few days with like-minded people

who don’t think your job is crazy and who may be able to offer you
new insights is priceless. There have been stretches when I could not
come to conferences or even chapter meetings because work was too
busy or money was tight. You know what? I suffered for it, and I think
my community did too.
Beth Anderson Gibson, OTR/L, CDRS
Editor

The Research Committee
is Here for You
The Research Committee is here for all of you as
a resource for your own projects. If you have been
thinking of starting a research project and need
help getting it off the ground, please feel free to
contact Johnell Brooks JOBROOK@clemson.edu
or Anne Dickerson dickersona@ecu.edu. They can
field questions about research design, dealing with
an IRB, finding an IRB, etc. We are also eager to
hear suggestions for research courses offered at
future ADED Conference. What would you like

to learn more about?

REACTION TIMER
Totally Silent
Solid State Electronics
User Friendly
Current Norms

Advanced erapy Products, Inc.
1.800.548.4550
www.atpwork.com
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Exercise your right
to vote this fall.

Remember to vote in
the ADED elections.
Board Development:
Dianna Robertson, chair for board development has
reviewed the current policies for nominations under
the current by-laws. She has received several worthy
candidates. Dianna facilitated the board development
session at conference. All nomination forms were due
by September 30, 2012. All eligible voting members
will receive an invitation to vote via e-mail. Electronic
election ballots will be confidential and secure; please be
sure to vote. Electronic voting closes October 19, 2012.

Crescent Industries

191 Washington Street | Auburn, ME 04210
207-777-3500 | fax 207-777-3522
sales@crescentindustries.com

State-of-the-Art Adaptive Vehicle Control Products
Crescent Industries has been
manufacturing reliable vehicle
control products for many years
from complete systems to an
individual relay pack to help with
the small jobs.

VoiceScan—Activate a switch and a voice
announces your functions such as wipers,
horn, lights, etc. When you hear the desired
function, activate again to select.

At Crescent, we never lose sight
of our mission . . . to help others.

Command 16—A 16 switch
lighted Electronic Console to control
the secondary functions of your
vehicle such as lights, ignition,
windows, heater fan, wipers, and other
accessory controls.

We believe in handing a person
the key to unlock the door of
dependency and to enter the
world of independence.

Remote Controls—Remote
controls for all wheelchair lifts including
Ricon, Crow River, Braun, Mobil-Tech, I,M,S, and
others. They can be purchased with magnetic entry
and dash controls

We have a Can Do attitude!

NewsBrake

Magnetic Entries—available for all lifts.
Fall 2012
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NMEDA Guidelines Update
by John Anschutz,
NMEDA Associate Representative

As your associate representative for
NMEDA, I want to stress the exceptional
value of NMEDA membership in addition
to your ADED membership. I encourage you
to be members of both organizations so that
you can be best prepared to do great work
for your clients. Your clients certainly are
counting on you and the skill that you bring
to the process.
This update will continue a multi-part
article covering portions of the 2012 NMEDA Guidelines that are especially pertinent
to Driver Rehabilitation Specialists and
those who participate in evaluation, fitting
and training for the client’s vehicle. Keep
in mind that it is always best to refer back
to the latest Guidelines as published from
the NMEDA website for its members. The
Guidelines document is updated yearly by
the NMEDA Guidelines Committee, and I
just want to point out that the committee
includes a very diverse group of professionals representing many points of view.
It is all about the team helping the client to
make appropriate choices. Let’s continue
now with Section 7.
7 Definition of High Tech and
Low Tech Devices
7.1 H
 igh Technology Definition
High Technology (“High Tech”) devices
are those that meet the following conditions:
1) Devices capable of controlling vehicle
functions or driving controls, and 2) operate
with a designed logic system, or interface
or integrate with an electronic system of
the vehicle.
7.1.1 High Tech Examples:

7.1.1.1 P r i m a r y d r i v i n g c o n t ro l
examples:
A) powered gas / brake systems;
B) power park brake integrated with a
powered gas / brake system;
C) reduced effort steering systems;
D) horizontal steering system;
E) reduced effort brake systems;
F) backups for primary controls.
7.1.1.2 S e c o n d a r y d r i v i n g c o n t ro l
examples:
A) r emote panel or switch array interfacing with OEM electronics;
B) wiring extension for OEM electronics;
C) powered transmission shifter.
7.2 Low Technology Definition
Low Technology (“Low Tech”) all other
devices or modifications that do not meet
the definition of High Technology devices
or modifications.
7.2.1 Low Tech examples:
7.2.1.1 Primary driving control examples:
A) manual gas / brake hand control;
B) left foot accelerator pedal;
C) park brake lever or stand alone powered park brake;
D) steering terminal device;
E) driver training brake.
7.2.1.2 S e c o n d a r y d r i v i n g c o n t ro l
examples:
A) r emote horn button (grounding
system);
B) turn signal crossover lever;
C) switch extension on OEM controls;

www.acemobility.us

D) transmission shifter lever;
E) transfer seat base.
8 ACCELERATOR, BRAKE & CLUTCH
PEDAL MODIFICATIONS
8.1 Pedal modifications, such as extensions, foot supports, or enlarged surface
areas, shall be securely attached to the
OEM vehicle pedal. Attaching fasteners shall be OEM or their equivalent
with respect to grade, size, type and
finish. Each pedal modification shall
be prescribed by the Driver Rehabilitation Specialist in conjunction with the
mobility equipment dealer.
8.2 Foot pedal surfaces shall be an automotive grade, non-skid material.
8.3 Whenever possible, modifications to
the gas and/or brake pedal will not alter
the OEM geometric relationship of the
pedals to one another.
8.4 Accelerator pedal shall maintain OEM
return to idle when the actuating force
is removed. (FMVSS #124)
8.5 Pedal modifications shall not cause any
inadvertent action during any dynamic
driving situation.
9 A UTOMOTIVE WHEELCHAIR
ROOF CARRIERS/LOADERS
9.4 Control switches shall be placed in a
convenient position to assure the operator
is able to use them independently.
9.5 Windshield and rear glass shall be free of
obstructions that interfere with the driver’s
field of vision.
10 DRIVER TRAINING BRAKE
10.1 It is recommended that the vehicle
modifier and/or driver rehabilitation

877.ACE.5301
> Co n ta c t u s fo r i nfo r m a t i o n o r d e m o n st ra t i o n
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specialist be proactive in the recommendation of a driver training brake
for all driver vehicles.
10.2 The driver training brake shall not
apply any brake pedal pressure until
activated by the driver trainer; the
driver training brake shall not cause
inadvertent action during any driving situation.
10.3 All mounting holes shall be filled and
sealed when driver training brake
pedal is removed.
10.4 Test drive is required.
11 ELECTRICALLY POWERED SEAT
BASES
11.5 W hen a power seat base is used
in conjunction with a transfer seat
inside a vehicle, a wheelchair securement system shall be used in
the transfer position. The securement
shall restrain the wheelchair during
the transfer process and while the
vehicle is in motion. This securement shall be independently operable
by the client and should be labeled
“For Unoccupied Wheelchair Only.
MUST BE USED WHEN VEHICLE
IS IN MOTION”, unless securement
has been designed and installed for
occupied use.
11.6 The type of driver’s seat shall be
determined by the client, mobility
equipment dealer and, if necessary,
the Driver Rehabilitation Specialist.
11.7 Controls for the power seat base
shall be placed to permit convenient,
efficient and safe operation by the
client. All switches shall be clearly
identified. Care should be taken to
locate the switches as to avoid equipment damage during the transfer
process. Additionally, the location
of the switches should be chosen to
minimize the potential for abrasions,
bruising or injury to the client during
the transfer process.
13 E XTERIOR DOOR AND LIFT
CONTROLS
13.2 Switches or controls shall be appropriately located as determined
by the client, Driver Rehabilitation
Specialist, and the mobility equipment dealer and shall not interfere
with any OEM controls.
13.3 If a remote entry system is utilized,
an additional exterior activation
system is also required, unless this
option is technically infeasible, e.g.,
an OEM electrical system will not
allow a feasible exterior control
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solution. In such exceptional cases,
the dealer is to provide an additional
backup remote control to enable
the end user to have access to the
additional remote at all times for
situations when the primary remote
may fail or become lost.
14 FLOOR LOWERING
14.7 If the floor is going to be lowered in
the driver station only, it is recommended that this area be level, a
minimum or 1” wider and 1” longer
than the wheelchair. The driver
rehabilitation specialist, client, and
the mobility equipment dealer shall
determine the ramp leading into the
lowered floor area.
14.8 The driver’s field of view (eye ellipse) shall be equal to the optimum
field of view as designed by the
OEM.
15 LEFT FOOT ACCELERATOR
15.1 A left foot accelerator shall only
be installed in vehicles with an
automatic transmission and only if
prescribed by a Driver Rehabilitation Specialist. If there is no CDRS
available in the service area, then
training must be provided by a certified/licensed driver trainer, unless
the client is licensed or provides
documented proof of training on
the use of the left foot accelerator.
Utilization of a driver rehabilitation
specialist is strongly recommended,
if available.
15.2 The left foot accelerator assembly
shall allow only one active accelerator pedal to be accessed at a time.
15.3 If the left foot accelerator assembly
requires a pedal guard to be compliant with section 15.2, the left foot
accelerator pedal shall be able to be
removed and re-installed without the
use of tools. All left foot accelerator
assemblies shall have a permanently
mounted base.
15.4 The vehicle OEM accelerator pedal
shall be functional and useable by
a non-disabled driver when the left
foot accelerator pedal device is
removed and shall meet FMVSS/
CMVSS 124.
15.5 The installed left foot accelerator
pedal shall be road tested by the
mobility dealer to provide acceleration and performance equivalent to
the OEM accelerator pedal.
15.6 Installation of a left foot accelerator
shall include a thorough inspection
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of the vehicle underside prior to
drilling and/or fastening the device.
The inspection shall ensure the
device and its fasteners do not rub,
chafe or otherwise compromise the
vehicle brake lines, fuel lines and
any under-vehicle wiring or hoses.
15.7 The left foot accelerator pedal shall
be installed such that operation of
the left foot accelerator pedal does
not allow inadvertent brake pedal
use. This item shall be determined
by a certified/licensed driver trainer
during final fitting and training with
the client.
15.8 When installing the left foot accelerator pedal in a vehicle with adjustable OEM accelerator and brake
pedals, the pedal shall be rendered
non-adjustable, and the electrical
connection shall be labeled, “Do
not reconnect while this device is
installed.” The mobility equipment
dealer and/or driver rehabilitation
specialist, and client shall determine
the location of the OEM pedals prior
to disconnection. A label shall be
placed in the vehicle informing the
vehicle user that the adjustable pedal
feature is deactivated.
15.9 All warning and instructional labels
supplied by the device manufacturer
shall be placed as instructed by the
manufacturer.
15.10 During installation of the left foot
accelerator pedal, the mobility
equipment dealer and/or driver rehabilitation specialist, and client shall
determine specific accelerator pedal
adjustments required.
15.11 Fitting and training by the certified
driver rehabilitation specialist or
licensed trainer is required for all left
foot accelerator applications.
15.12 Both the client and the other known
users of the vehicle shall be instructed and informed about the dangers of
a non-trained individual attempting
to drive with the adaptive controls.
15.13 Test drive is required.
We will continue our 2012 NMEDA
Guidelines review in the next edition of
the News Brake. Keep in mind that the
material above is condensed and only the
original text from www.nmeda.com should
be considered the official copy. I hope you
all had a great 2012 ADED Conference in
Kansas City, MO, and if you were not able
to attend, please consider going in 2013.
God bless you all for the wonderful work
that you do!
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Get ready for ADEDLearns!
An update from Professional
Development Committee

The Optec®5000PG
Rehab Vision Tester

Online learning opportunities via the
ADED website are around the corner!

From the Leaders in Vision Screening

ADED Annual Conference Special
Purchase your Optec® Vision Tester
by November 30, 2012
and receive a discount of

15% OFF

*mention code: newsbrake12

Day & Night Testing
Contrast Sensitivity Testing
Glare Testing
Ideal for Occupational Therapy,
VA Hospitals and Driver Rehabilitation Programs

As discussed in the Spring 2012 issue of News Brake, ADED
has invested in a Learning Management System (LMS) that will
offer our membership continuing education opportunities in a costeffective and convenient way. The learning portal will be called
ADEDLearns and will be accessed via the ADED website. We are
REALLY excited!
The two seminars that were recorded at the NMEDA 2012 conference will be available this fall- just in time for those of us who
need to renew our certification and are in need of a few extra contact
hours. We are projecting that another three seminars (taped at this
year’s ADED conference) will be available at the beginning of 2013.
Stay tuned for the launch of ADEDLearns and instructions on
how to access the platform via the ADED website. We know that
our membership has been waiting a long time for online learning
opportunities and will greatly appreciate the improved accessibility
to some fantastic seminars!
If anyone has any comments or questions regarding this exciting
project, please contact Dana Benoit at:
dana.benoit@mcgill.ca or dana_benoit@ssss.gouv.qc.ca
(514) 487-1891 ext 377

CO
STOC MPLETED
K
FOR I AVAILAB
MM
LE
DELIV EDIATE
ERY!

Your old vision testing equipment and

a $250.00 manufacturer rebate when
TRADE-IN receive
you purchase a new Optec® Vision Tester

Big or Tall

®

STEREO OPTICAL
www.StereoOptical.com | Sales@StereoOptical.com | +1.773.867.0380

The Nor-Cal MAX gives four more inches of headroom than
the most popular minivan conversion. The 56” of entryway
clearance and 61” of interior height provide access without
the use of a raised roof.
The new Ford full-size
van now boasts improved
fuel economy and ride quality.

866-892-0150
www.norcalvans.com
Nor-Cal Vans vehicles are distributed through NMEDA dealers.
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Certification Committee Update
by Roger Kelsh

Each year ADED host’s an Open Certification Committee Forum at the Annual Conference. Over the years the primary topic has been
questions regarding the Certification Examination. This open forum provides members and exam applicants the opportunity to address
questions and comments directly to the certification committee.
A suggestion was put forward at last year’s forum to provide a designated room and time period for applicants to hold an open study
session in preparation for the exam. The conference committee accommodated this request, which was well utilized by several applicants
for the full amount of time available. This session was unsupervised. Due to the success of this session, we will again request that the
conference committee make this opportunity available at the 2013 Conference in Columbus, Ohio.
There have been 79 Certification Exam applicants over the past two years (40 in August 2012), which is the highest two consecutive
year total in the history of the exam which was first offered in 1995.

Congratulations to our newest
“Certified Driver Rehabilitation Specialists”

NewsBrake

Colin Bonfiglio

Stacy Grider

Kristin Nichols

Mary Calloway Follman

Ronald Grudel

Davis Sapper

Theresa Cassidy

Jeffery Himes

Cody Stovall

Ann Clark

Jesse Hunter

Julianne Sullivan

Danielle Czajkowski

Delores Iaccovone

Lars Taylor

Brandon Daniels

Jim Ilg

Susan Touchinsky

Sarah Davidson

Brigitte King

Aida Weber

Nathalie Drouin

Dawn Kleber

Brandon Whiting

Edward Duag

David Martinez

Janice Girouard

Joseph Neczek
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Speakers
As usual we had a stellar group of speakers for the Pre-Conference
Workshops, Seminars, Keynote and General Session. Please note
several speakers participated in more than one presentation.

Ronn Langford

Terrie Price, PhD. ABPP
Keynote Speaker
(pictured with ADED President,
Mary Schwartz, left)

The Ultimate Gift for Teens
with Special Needs (1 day
workshop)

Cyndee Crompton, MS,
OTR/L, CDRS

Vision Assessment and
Intervention Strategies
for Safe Driving (1 day
workshop)
The Basics of Completing
a Thorough Vision
Assessment for the
Driver Rehabilitation
Specialist (seminar)

Beth Rolland, OTR/L, CDRS ,
Johnell Brooks, Ph.D.,
Anne Dickerson, Ph.D., OTR/L, FAOTA
(left to right)

Research 101/102: How to Find, Understand
and Use Evidence (1-day workshop)

Research Application in the Clinic
(seminar)

Tommy Crumpton,
LOT, CDRS

So That’s Why They Call
It Driver Education (1
day workshop)
(continued on next page)
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Speakers

Chad Strowmatt,
LOT, CDRS
C. Dan Allison, MS, OTR/L, ATP, CDRS,
Kim White, MS, OTR/L, CDRS
Introduction to Driver Rehabilitation
(2-day course)

Application
of Vehicle
Modifications
(2-day course)
(continued on next page)
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Speakers
Dianna Robertson,
BScOT, MSC OT,
CDRS

Debbie Ricker, OTR/L
Rick Dickerson

A Layman’s GUide to
the Americans with
Disabilities Act: Past
Present and Future
(seminar)

Dementia, Driving and
You (Seminar)

Navigating the Legal
Landscape; what every
CDRS needs to know
(seminar)

Nathalie Drouin, OTR,
DRS, Leah Belle,
OTR/L, CDRS, Johnell
Brooks, Ph.D

Protocols & Normative
Data for new Tools;
Driving Simulators
& Interactive Light
Boards (Seminar)

Jon M. Geiger, MS Ed, CDRS
Can the Ruff 2&7 Selective
Attention Test add a smooth
Touch to your Clinical
Evaluation? (seminar)
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Chuck Huss, COMS

Bioptics: Application and
Outcomes to Low Vision Driving
(seminar)

Elin Schold Davis, OTR/L
Anne Dickerson, Ph.D., OTR/L, FAOTA

The Jargon Dilemma: Untangling the Language of
Driver Rehabilitation (seminar)
NHSTA/AOTA Project (General Session)
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Valet

™

Signature Seating
The New

Valet™ Plus
A luxury seat that combines elegance
with marvelous functionality, the
Valet Plus represents the reward you
deserve. Individually programmed at
installation to ensure the best fit and
function, the Valet Plus features power
forward/backward seat adjustment
with full seat recline. With an
impressive array of colors, and new
Metro Tech fabric and Ultraleather™
Plus materials – it feels like the seat
has been tailored just for you!

Let the Valet Show You to Your Seat!

1-800-462-0664 • www.bruno.com
code: ADEDNEWS0912
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ADED Awards
Three awards were presented at the annual banquet. The following are excerpts from their nominations.
promoting the services Driver Rehabilitation Specialists
provide to individuals with disabilities.
Dianna has worked to identify the ethical, legal and reimbursement concerns related to the consumers we serve and is
currently continuing her education to become an advocate as
a lawyer. In every conversation with Dianna you will hear a
thought-provoking question or learn something new. She is
always questioning, teaching and learning.
We have been lucky to have Dianna serve our organization
as a member of the Certification Board, President-Elect and
President and as a member of ad hoc committees as well.
Dianna deserves to be recognized for her numerous scholarly
contributions.

THE SCHOLAR AWARD

Dianna Robertson, BScOT, MScOT (Thesis), CDRS
A non-competitive award presented to a member of the Association who has made an outstanding scholarly achievement
in the area of driver evaluation, education, research, and/or
engineering.
Dianna Robertson has presented at almost every conference
for ADED for the past 10 plus years. She has taught numerous workshops and seminars for her ADED Chapter meetings
and at National ADED Conferences. Dianna has also been
involved in advocacy and education on a community level,

LIFETIME HONORARY MEMBERSHIP

Larry Bowen, CDRS
A non-competitive award presented to a member of the
Association who has met the following eligibility requirements:
Eligibility
ADED member for 15 or more years
Served a total of 10 or more years as an ADED officer,
ADED national board member, conference team member,
ADED standing or ad hoc committee member
Age 55 and/or within 5 years of retirement
Dean Robertson (pictured) provided the following tribute
–“I have known Larry Bowen for 15 years, and throughout
that time he has been both a strong advocate for, and active
participant in, the ADED organization. Larry was the one
who pointed me to ADED as the place to start if you were
interested in Driver Rehabilitation. Larry was a charter
member of ADED and he has fulfilled many formal roles
on the board and committees, over the past 25 years. In
addition to his formal roles, Larry has provided church
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ADED Awards
services and entertainment at many conferences. Larry is
now semi-retired, but continues to work in the field of driver
rehab and continues to advocate for the rights of the clients
we serve. I have no hesitation in recommending Larry for
this award, as he embodies all of the qualities this award is
intended to recognize.” Since Larry was unable to attend,
Dean accepted the award on his behalf.

ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

ments, inspiring and encouraging others to enter this field.
Mary has been a leader in the field of driver rehabilitation
as a manager and program developer.
Mary is a trainer for the ADED DVA Workshop and has
contributed as an author to the most recent revision. She
has presented the course twice with positive results and
feedback from attendees. Mary deserves recognition for
her years of service to the consumer, community and to
our organization.

Mary Schwartz, OTR, CDRS
A competitive award presented to an individual member of
ADED who demonstrates outstanding contributions in the
field of Driver Evaluation and/or Education.
Mary Schwartz has been a CDRS for over 12 years. During
these years she has stepped forward to serve on the Certification Committee, as Treasurer and now serves as President.
She has been the go-to person each time the conference was
held in Kansas City. Mary volunteered to help with airport
pick up for various committee and board members. She
has made the local arrangements for visits from the ADED
executive director, members of the certification committee
and conference planning members over many years.
Mary has served the needs of her clients with spinal
cord injuries, amputees, those with multiple sclerosis and
cognitive impairments to name a few, by providing driver
rehabilitation interventions on all levels of care for over 20
years. She has mentored others entering the field, individuals
she has met at both conference and in her workplace environ-

NIH Unveils New Web Resource for
Older Drivers and Their Families
The National Institutes of Health (NIH)
recently announced the unveiling of its
new online resource designed for older
drivers and their families on its NIHSenior
Health Web site. According to an NIH news
release, the Older Driver topic is intended
to provide up-to-date information that addresses the impact that aging may have on
driving, physical changes, safety issues, and
strategies to allow older adults to cope when
driving skills change.
The topic, which is available online at
http://nihseniorhealth.gov/olderdrivers/howagingaffectsdriving/01.html, was reportedly
developed by the National Institute on Aging
(NIA) at NIH alongside the US Department
of Transportation’s National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA). The

NewsBrake

NIHSenior Health Web site also provides
research-based health information for older
adults encompassing exercise, physical activity, safe use of medicines, and management of diseases such as stroke, diabetes,
osteoporosis and Alzheimer’s.
Richard J. Hodes, MD, NIA director, emphasizes the importance of the web resource.
“Age-related changes affecting some of
these skills can make certain driving tasks
especially hard for older drivers, which is
why this new web resource is so important,”
Hodes says.
The release notes that the Older Drivers
topics provides safety tips, recommendations about preferred travel lanes, braking,
and left turns. The web resource also lists
suggestions for adjusting driving habits to

Fall 2012

accommodate changes in hearing, vision,
and reaction times. Site visitors can also
access information about refresher courses,
vehicle safety, regulations that impact older
drivers, and alternative means of transportation.
David L. Strickland, NHTSA administration, notes that aging can limit an individual’s reaction time in emergency situations.
“That’s why it makes sense for older drivers
to sharpen their skills and learn ways to
help adjust for age-related changes in vision, hearing, and response time. Taking the
necessary precautions to avoid potentially
hazardous situations is one way older drivers can keep their independence—and drive
safely while doing it,” Strickland explains.
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“The Buzz”
Brief History of Driver
Licensing

According to Automobile Magazine’s
April 2012 issue, the driver’s license “has
been the crucible through which all must pass
in the quest for liberty.” Here is its history:
1888 Karl Benz obtains written permission
from the Grand Ducal Baden district office
to drive his Motorwagen on public roads.
1899 The mayor of Troy, NY, writes a letter
granting permission to operate a horseless
carriage up to 6 mph on city streets. Chicago
also begins requiring certification to operate
a steamer vehicle.
1904 Licensed New York chauffeurs must
wear an oval badge while driving.
1909 Pennsylvania sets minimum age, 18
years old, for obtaining a license.
1924 New York state requires all drivers to
be licensed. The next year, driver testing begins and the newly created Bureau of Motor
Vehicles counts more than 2 million drivers.
1930 Standardized driver education courses
develop.
1958 Photographs first appear on California
driver’s licenses.
Other Factoids:
TODAY, 14 years old is the youngest age at
which someone can obtain a driver’s license
in the U.S.
There were 209,618,386 licensed drivers
in the U.S. in 2009.
California has the most licensed drivers of
any state with 23,680,643 (2009).
Ninety-eight percent of people in late 50’s
and early 60’s have valid license.
Seventy-five percent of 19 year olds have
valid license.
Forty-nine percent of 17 year olds have
valid license.
Automobile April 2012

Automotive News June 2012
*************
Talking cars?!

Starting in August 2012 the auto industry
will begin to find out whether the next big
thing in safety is vehicle-to-vehicle communications. A consortium of auto industry stake
holders with representatives from every side
is preparing to launch a fleet of 3,000 vehicles
equipped with transmitters and receivers so
that all communicate with each other.
The stakes are high for success since the
thought is if this 2-way communication
works, it could mitigate or eliminate over
80% of the accidents today. That staggering
number has most industry people watching
this experiment very closely. STAY TUNED
for more…
Automotive News August 2012
*************

*************

Feds Issue “Blueprint” to Reduce
Distracted Driving

Leave the Driving to the
Computer

Sending or receiving a text takes a driver’s
eyes off the road for an average of 4.6 seconds, the equivalent of driving the length of
an entire football field at 55 mph. Studies also
show that texting simultaneously involves
manual, visual, and mental distraction, and
is among the worst of all driver distractions.
Observational studies show that at any given
day light moment, over 100,000 drivers
are texting. Texting while driving is a generational behavior and influences males and
females equally.

The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety
(IIHS) released its analysis of collision avoidance technology recently, and suppliers of
automotive safety equipment breathed a
collective sigh of relief. After examining
crash data from Acura, Mercedes Benz, and
Volvo, they found a significant reduction in
accidents with vehicles equipped with radar
and/or cameras that look ahead and warn
drivers of impending accidents.
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For Acura and Mercedes models featuring
forward collision warning and autonomous
braking, accidents were 14% less likely than
models not equipped. Volvo only gained a
10% advantage, but that is still considered
extremely good and statistically significant.
The reason this study is so vital is that when
auto makers first introduced antilock brakes
(ABS), the IIHS concluded that ABS had
no measurable impact on the accident rate.
This alone slowed the widespread adoption
of ABS by car makers until it was shown that
Electronic Stability Control (ESC) combined
with ABS reduces accidents. Stability control systems use antilock brakes to control
vehicles during high speed turns, thus creating the situation where a vehicle’s on-board
computer makes decisions for the driver. By
showing that safety systems which control
the vehicle autonomously, it is certain that the
market will demand more of these products
since safety sells.
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Drivers who admit texting while driving:
Ages
18-20		
44%
21-24		
49%		
Males		
19%
25-34		
26%		
Females
17%
35-44		
19%
45-64		
8%
65+		
.4%
NHTSA, the federal organization tasked
with reducing injuries and deaths on our
roadways, is taking a multi-faceted approach
to stop distracted driving. Key to their efforts are raising public awareness, additional
research and development, and enacting and
enforcing tougher laws. As of June 2012, 39
states have anti-texting laws, while 10 states
have banned all cell phone use by the driver.
Some other salient points made in the
recently published NHTSA “Blueprint for
Ending Distracted Driving” are as follows:
In 2009, 16% of teen drivers involved in
fatal crashes were reported to be distracted
as a cause.
Forty percent of all American teenagers
say they have been in a vehicle when the
driver used a cell phone in a way that was
dangerous.
NHTSA has grants totaling more than
$39 million for states that enact and enforce
tougher laws to reduce distracted driving.
Automotive – Fleet.com August 2012
*************
Technology + Auto + Bio = DriverWorkload

In trying to mitigate distracted driving,
Ford has developed a “driver-workload
estimator.” This system collects data from
vehicle sensing systems, such as the lanekeeping assist and the blind spot information
system, and determines the amount of driver
concentration needed. Ford calls this the
“workload.”
The driver-workload estimator is essentially an algorithm that combines data from
existing sensors on the vehicle such as radar
and cameras, adds real-time input from the
driver, such as the use of the gas, brake and
steering, and creates an intelligent system
that can determine the workload of a driver at
any given point in time. Then, the workload
estimator can adjust vehicle systems based
on real time inputs. When the workload is
high, the system can block texts or calls while
adjusting the safety warning systems in the
car, so as to give the driver more time to react.
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Roadmap to
“Re-Certification”
Many of us remember those family
trips before GPS systems were
invented; we actually had to use a
roadmap to arrive at our destination.
As we are a unique professional
association, it requires both unique
and innovative means for contact
hours for certification renewal. Since
the inception of certification in 1995,
the contact hour guidelines have
evolved and recently further changes
were made. Over the past couple of
years, the certification committee has
reviewed each item, listened to your
comments/suggestions, and with
the approval of the ADED board of
directors, implemented changes.
Here are a few changes and underused opportunities for your upcoming
trip to “Recertification 30 contact
hours ahead”:
• Writing an article for any
newsletter (i.e. News
Brake), newspaper,
magazine, etc. Five
ALTERNATE
contact hours per
ROUTE
AHEAD
article-LIMIT 20
• Actively serving on
an ADED Standing or
Ad Hoc Committee or
Board-LIMIT 10
• Actively serving as
an ADED Chapter
Officer-LIMIT 5
• Many ADED
Chapters offer one
or more educational

“The BUZZ” (continued)
In order for the system to be ready for
mass productions, Ford is collecting data
from thousands of drivers all along the
continuum, including professional drivers. Ultimately, for the system to gain
large market acceptance, it will have to
learn to monitor and determine whether
the driver is the type who gets anxious
and stressed when merging or stays cool
as a cucumber in most situations. Bio
feedback will be a large component of
the final system. Although Ford sources
insist that this is not pie-in-the-sky technology, they are not prepared to give a
date for when the system will be available on its cars and trucks. Stay tuned…
WardsAuto August 2012
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Policy
Road
Map
Recertification
30 contact hours ahead
opportunities annually at low
or no cost. Chapter seminars
may range in length,
and many require a
reasonable travel
distance. PreChange
approval of the
AHEAD
program content
and hours should be
requested by the chapter
officers prior to the date of the
program. Proof of attendance is
required for credit. NO LIMIT
• Attendance at an educational
seminar/conference without a
direct and specific driving
component in the
course objectives.
The application
must include
ROAD
EXPANDS
a statement(s)
demonstrating the
relevance and benefit of
the content for practice in driver
rehab. LIMIT 6
• Poster presentations at ADED
Fall 2012

or other conference.
Applicant must provide
a thorough written
SHARE
justification of the
THE
relevance of the subject
ROAD
matter to the field of
Driver Rehab. LIMIT 2
• Mentor program participation:
Earn credits by serving as a
mentor for new members at the
Annual ADED Conference
with a limit of two
contact hours per
UNDER
CONSTRUCTION
year and maximum.
LIMIT 6
• Completion of an
ADED approved on-line
course. Refer to list of preapproved courses on the ADED
website. This is a recent change.
LIMIT 6
*********
As always, please review the
updated Contact Hour Activity
Policy available on the ADED
website for specific details.
By planning this trip, you’ll arrive
at your destination on time, without
any detours or paying additional
tolls. HAPPY MOTORING!
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2012 Scholarship Finalists
Spirit of Crescent Industries Scholarship-2012
Cody Stovall | James Whetstone | Jeffrey D. Himes | Mary Beth Meyer | Natalie Goldman

Memorial Fund Scholarship-Conference-2012
Mark Russel | Robert E. Reid | Ann Clark | Stephen Adams | Heather Shields | Debbie Hansen

Adaptive Driving Alliance Scholarship-2012
Brandon Daniels | Danielle Czajkowski | Jeffrey Himes | Joseph Neczek | Janice Girouard
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ADED and AOTA Collaboration: The Jargon Dilemma
Anne Dickerson and Elin Schold Davis

One of the many sessions at the recent 2012 ADED conference
was The Jargon Dilemma: Untangling the Language of Driver Rehabilitation Services. This session was added specifically as a result
of a joint decision by the leadership of ADED and AOTA to work
collaboratively to build the bridge to address this jargon dilemma.
All members are invited to read about this session and join in the
process of defining the message to clients, their families, and other
stakeholders about driver rehabilitation.
A group of invited transportation experts met on March 6-7,
2012 to move forward the conversation on driving and community
mobility of our aging population; a population that depends almost
exclusively on motor vehicles for personal transportation. This
multi-disciplinary group consisted of practitioners (occupational
therapy generalists and driving rehabilitation specialists/driving
instructors) and researchers from occupational therapy and related
professions. ADED was represented by Liz Green (Executive Director), Amy Lane (President of ADED at the time this meeting was
planned and funded) and expert members who are also members of
ADED. Through cooperative agreement between the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration and the American Occupational
Therapy Association, this meeting was developed as a keystone in
the launch of the Gaps and Pathways Project. Each invited expert
was asked to prepare discussion papers and draft consensus statements. The papers and statements were presented, and an initial list
of statements was generated. Both research and practice ideas were
captured. The priority of the meeting was to develop criteria for
referral to driver rehabilitation specialists to serve as guidance for
program development, assuring a continuum of services for clients
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in diverse settings. Specifically, five major areas were covered and
discussed. These included 1) definitions of terms and models of
programs, 2) specific client groups typical of services, 3) driving
simulation, 4) screening and assessment tools, and 5) occupational
therapy education. The resulting series of statements should assist
occupational therapists in building and expanding practice in this
critical area of occupational therapy practice.
For the session at ADED, the outcome of the expert meeting that
addressed models of programs and terminology was described.
Specifically, there were six consensus statements that were agreed
upon by the expert panel, as listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Consensus Statements on Terminology and
Models of Programs by Expert Panel, March 2012
Language/terminology is an issue and we want to strive to
be consistent so that the community and other professionals
understand, and this is a priority for future work.
There is a need to differentiate programs based on their levels of
service and compliance with ADED Best Practices.
If program models are clearly defined, then there is a need for
improved and understandable descriptors/definitions for the public
and other stakeholders.
There is a need to identify a level of education, training, or experience
to use DRS as a credential.
There is a clear need for clear definition of DRS and who can use
this title as compare to those who use the CDRS title.
There is a need to explore the training and expertise required of a
provider offering a driver rehabilitation program.
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The session at the annual ADED conference was viewed as the
first step to build the “team” that would move forward on meeting
the objectives of these statements. The fourteen members of ADED
who attended this session committed to working as a group to
spearhead this action. In addition, the attending members agreed
that all ADED members should contribute through online means
and through ADED leadership. The following information was
distributed to members as a worksheet of terms with current working
definitions, as well as lists of stakeholder groups. All members are
encouraged to contribute their input/feedback to Anne Dickerson,
Elin Schold Davis, or the leadership of ADED to be compiled. In
the near future, there will be an electronic format for all members
to use for input of their perspectives.

Definition of Terms and Models of Programs.

Driver rehabilitation is a multidisciplinary field within a complex
environment that is balanced between 1) the legal context of the fifty
states’ individual department of motor vehicle laws and procedures,
2) the occupational therapist educated in medical conditions, and
3) the aging baby boomers that view driving as a right rather than
a privilege. Layered on the complexity of the issues is a language
barrier and diversity of programs without the necessary terminology
for consumers to understand the differences. Depending on the
perspective of the stakeholder, the terminology and interpretation
of outcomes remains inconsistent. At the expert meeting, there was
a rich discussion of language and various models of programs.
In this area, rather than defining terminology and programs, the
outcome was an agreement of need to work jointly together to
develop a glossary from the perspective of specific stakeholders
and a commitment to define programs along a common language
for the consumer and other stakeholders to understand the language

and how to use different program models.

Stakeholder Organizations for Definitions:

With the long-term goal of having consistent terminology across
organizations, the following organizations need to collaborate about
definitions related to driver rehabilitation: Transportation Research
Board, American Occupational Therapy Association, The Association for Driver Rehabilitation Specialists, National Mobility Equipment Dealer Association
With the long-term goal of having consistent terminology across
organizations, the organizations need to be informed about definitions related to driver rehabilitation that include: American Occupational Therapy Foundation, National Board for Certification
in Occupational Therapy, American Association of Motor Vehicle
Administrators, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, American Medical Association, Gerontological Society of
America, American Society of Aging, AARP, American Automobile
Association, Insurance Institute on Highway Safety, Vocational
Rehabilitation, Veterans Administration, Accreditation Council of
Occupational Therapy Education, State Departments of Transportation, All Medical Advisory Boards, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid, National Institutes of Health, Federal Highway Administration,
and Driving School Association of the Americas.
The following critical definitions have been derived from the
literature and reviewed by the expert panel. Their comments are
added here in brackets. We are asking ADED members to review
these definitions and contribute comments about the proposed definitions and/or offer further refinement. Please forward your comments
to the authors at DICKERSONA@ecu.edu\htmlrtf subject Jargon.
(Continued on next page)

is compliance Important to you?
NMEDA has developed the
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ADED and AOTA Collaboration: The Jargon Dilemma
I. Critical Definitions for the Section on Models of
Programs

1. Driving Rehabilitation. [Add: A profession that uses adaptive
equipment, specific skills and techniques in training or intervention to restore or develop an individual’s ability to effectively
drive a motor vehicle, independently, and in accordance with
the licensing regulations in the state.]
2. Driver Rehabilitation Specialist: A specialist who “plans,
develops, coordinates, and implements driver rehabilitation
services for individuals with disabilities” (ADED, 2012).
3. Driver Rehabilitation Therapist: An allied health professional
with specialized training, experience, and credentials in driver
rehabilitation services, including evaluating and training people
with disabilities in driving or safe transportation (Pierce, 2002).
4. Certified Driver Rehabilitation Specialist (CDRS): An
individual who meets the educational and experiential requirements and successfully completes the certification examination
provided by the Association of Driver Rehabilitation Specialists
(ADED, 2004).
5. Specialty Certification in Driving and Community Mobility
(SCDCM): A portfolio based certification based on competencies
and criteria that represent knowledge, critical and ethical reasoning, and interpersonal and performance skills that are specifically
geared to the practice of occupational therapy in the specialized
area of driving and community mobility (AOTA, 2012).
6. Driver Educator (DE): A professional with a college degree
in education with specialized study in driver education (Stav,
Hunt, & Arbesman, 2006).
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(continued)

7. Driving Instructor (DI): An individual with a [add: minimum
requirement of] high school degree and a clear legal and driving
record who has completed a driver education training program
and has been licensed as a driving instructor by the state motor
vehicle administration (Stav, Hunt, & Arbesman, 2006).

II. Critical Definitions for the Section on
Driving Simulation
1. Driving Simulator
2. Interactive Driving Simulator
3. Simulated driving (videos, games)
4. Virtual reality

III. Critical Definitions for the Section on
Screening and Assessment

1. Screening
i. Self-screening
ii. Proxy screening
iii. Evaluator screening
2. Comprehensive Driving Evaluation: A comprehensive
assessment of a client’s knowledge, skills, and abilities
that includes: 1[add: interview, obtain medical and driving
history] ) a clinical assessment with physical, cognitive,
vision, and perception components, 2) an on road component if appropriate based on the clinical assessment, 3) an
outcome summary, and 4) [delete: an intervention plan]
[change: goals and plan].
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3. Driver Evaluation: A comprehensive assessment of an indi2. Continuing education: AOTA, ADED, State associations,
vidual’s abilities and/or potential to become a safe and indeUniversity based
pendent driver. The driver evaluation will include screening
3. How should we categorize private educational workshops
(medical history, driving history, driver license status, etc.),
such as Susan Pierce’s two week training course?
clinical evaluation (physical functioning, vision and visual
4.
T

he role of mentorship.
perception and assessment of cognition, etc.), and wheelchair
5. The role of shadowing
seating, where applicable, as they pertain to the functional
skills necessary to safely operate a motor vehicle. Driver
evaluation will also include an on the road assessment of the Summary:
The issue of terminology is complex and casts a broad umbrella
individual in an actual driving environment using equipment
similar to that which will be recommended. (ADED, 2002). over the many issues associated with driving. The outline is the
4. Clinical assessment: [Question: is this the same as pre- foundation upon which terminology definitions have been started.
driver’s evaluation?] The administration of specific tools Please contribute to this important process by sending any suggesor instruments used during the first phase of the evaluation tions, comments, or feedback on the process to the leadership of
process for driving or community mobility. These may in- ADED or Anne Dickerson (dickersona@ecu.edu) or Elin Schold
clude an occupational profile and measures of performance Davis (escholddavis@aota.org).
skills, performance patterns, contexts, activity demands, and
References:
client factors (AOTA, 2005).[Add: May also be referred to
as “office based tests”].[Comment: definition may not meet American Occupational Therapy Association. (2005). Standards of practice
for occupational therapy, American Journal of Occupational Therapy, 59,
ADED best practice guidelines]
663-665.
5. Closed course: A roadway, [add: racetrack,] or parking area, American Occupational Therapy Association. (2012). Board and Specialty
not generally accessible to the driving public, where behind Certification website. http://www.aota.org/Practitioners/ProfDev/Certhe wheel driving assessments and training are performed. tification.aspx
[Add: may also be referred to as “off road.”][not add: Off
The Association for Driver Rehabilitation Specialists. (May, 2002). Model
road is clinical portion]
practices for driver rehabilitation for individuals with disabilities. http://
6. Naturalistic context: The environment , [add: vehicle,] www.driver-ed.org/files/public/Model_Practices_Final2.pdf
and conditions in which driving and community mobility The Association for Driver Rehabilitation Specialists. (2012). Candidate
actually occur.
Handbook. Hickory, NC: ADED. http://www.driver-ed.org/i4a/pages/
7. Open Course: A behind-the-wheel driving assessment done index.cfm?pageid=517
in a public traffic environment. If performed in the driver’s Classen, S. From the Desk of the Editor: Special Issue on Older Driver
personal location referred to as [delete: Naturalistic] context. Safety and Mobility (2010). American Journal of Occupational Therapy,
(may be in driver’s location, but if DRS with person, not 64 (2), 211-214.
make it naturalistic)
Pierce, S.L. (2002). Driving as an instrumental activity of daily living. In
8. Off road: A roadway or parking area, not generally acces- G. Gillan & A. Burkhardt (Ed.s.), Stroke: A function-based approach (2nd
sible to the driving public, where behind the wheel driving ed., pp. 490-498). St. Louis, MO: Mosby.
assessments and training are performed. May also referred Stav, W.B., Hunt, L.A. & Arbesman, M. (2006). Occupational therapy
to as “closed course”. [delete: combine with closed course] practice guidelines for driving and community mobility for older adults.
[clarify: off road with clients may be those clients who are not Bethesda, MD: American Occupational Therapy Assocation.
ready for public roads; the eval has
moved beyond a clinical evaluation.]
9. On Road: A contextually based test
that allows the occupational therapy
driving rehabilitation specialist to
observe actual driving performance
(Stav, Hunt, & Arbesman, 2006).
[change: needs to be redefined if
Providing Mobility for the Physically Challenged Since 1952!
road test is not standardized, what is
the minimum criteria if not standardFoot Steering
Hand Controls
ized.][change: cannot limit to an ocReduced Effort
Wheelchair
cupational therapy road evaluation.]
Steering
Lifts
Fold Down
10. Evidence-based tools/ batteries
Clamp On
Pedal
Steering Devices
Horizontal
Extensions
Pedal Extensions
Steering
IV. Critical Definitions for the
Pedal Extensions
Left Foot
Section on
Reduced Effort
Gas
Pedals
Braking
Occupational Therapy

Education*

1. Driver education: A process facilitated by a professional in a classroom
and in-vehicle setting whereby a person learns the knowledge, attitude,
and skills to be a safe driver (Stav,
Hunt, & Arbesman, 2006).
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Ultra-Lite
Hand Controls

Backup Brakes
& Steering

Complete Van
Conversions

Driving
Controls

Drive-Master Co., Inc.

37 Daniel Road West, Fairfield, NJ 07004-2521
Phone: (973) 808-9709 • Fax: (973) 808-9713
E-mail: drivemaster@drivemaster.net Web: www.drive-master.com
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ADED 2012 COMMITTEES
Updated 09.17.2012

ADED Committees
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Reports to Past-President
CHAIR: Dana Benoit
Dana_Benoit@ssss.gouv.qc.ca

EDUCATION

AD-HOC: Scholarship

CHAIR: Jenny Nordine
jenny@drivingtoindependence.com

CHAIR: Karen Smith
karen@smithotanddriving.com

Reports to Past President

2nd Term: 2012-2013

2nd Term: 2012-2013

1st term: 2012-2013

MEMBERS:

MEMBERS:

Carrie Monagle

Mary Beth Meyer
Susanne Adamson
Sue Henderson
Kim White

Penny Anders
Ana Verran

BOARD
DEVELOPMENT

PUBLIC RELATIONS &
MEMBERSHIP

PUBLICATIONS

MEMBERS:
Marc Samuels
Stacey Stevens
Jenny Nordine

Reports to President-Elect
CHAIR: Dianna Robertson
fit.consultants@hotmail.com

CHAIR: Beth Gibson
bgibson@freedomandmobility.com

MEMBERS:

MEMBERS:

1st term: 2012-2013

CERTIFICATION
Reports to President

CO-CHAIR: Eva Richardville
emrichardville@yahoo.com
CO-CHAIR: Roger Kelsch
roger.kelsch@med.va.gov
1st Term: 2011-2012

MEMBERS:

Dan Allison (allied health)
Brenda Bennett (traffic safety)
Sally Sullivan (traffic safety)
Kathy Rakowczyk (traffic safety)

Matt Meltzer
Mary Zatopek
Dr. Johnell Brooks
Leah Belle

AD-HOC:
BY-LAWS REVIEW

AD-HOC: Research



MEMBERS WANTED!

Reports to President

CHAIR: Susan Pierce
spierce@adaptivemobility.com
MEMBERS:
Larry Bowen
Anne Hegberg
Tom Kalina

AD-HOC: Contact Hour
Application Process

AD-HOC: Legislative
Advocacy

CHAIR: Laura Juel
laura.juel@duke.edu

CHAIR: Lance Alexander
lalexander@mobilityworks.com

MEMBERS:

MEMBERS:

Reports to President

Matt Pagels
Mark Whitehouse
Natalie Goldman

1st Term: 2011-2012

Derrick Scott
Rory Fluman
Holly Cothran-Drake

MEMBERS:

Anne Hegberg
Jurgen Babirad
Susan Pierce
Craig Rogers

Reports to President

Reports to President-Elect
CHAIR: Eric Mansfield
EMansfield@MobilityWorks.com

1st term: 2012-2013
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Reports to Past President

Reports to President

Donna Stressel
Carol Wheatley
Holly Alexander

Fall 2012

Reports to President
CHAIR: Beth Rolland
brolland@kessler-rehab.com
MEMBERS:
Anne Dickerson
Johnell Brooks

AD-HOC: Finance
Reports to President
CHAIR: Janet Stohler
janetcdrs@aol.com
MEMBERS:
Mary Schwartz
Liz Green
Jerry August

CONFERENCE TEAM

Reports to Executive Director
Exhibits:
Katy Greene, OTR/L, CDRS
(859) 797-6889
(866) 720-5813 fax
cigree0@uky.edu

Program:
Stacey Stevens, OTR/L, CDRS
(859) 351-6612 office
(866) 733-0939 fax
staceystevens@ymail.com
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Manufacturers’ Corner
RIGID WHEELCHAIR STORAGE
TECHNOLOGY
Rigid wheelchairs are the preferred manual
wheelchair type for people who self propel
and are in an active lifestyle.
For some time now, the two common
choices for handling these while travelling in
a vehicle have been either chair disassembly
or a mobility van. These are at opposing ends
of the spectrum, plotted here on a diagram
showing Assistance Level versus Cost.
The Rigid wheelchair storage technology
employed in Abiliquip’s Abiloader offers
not only a lower cost solution to fill the
void between the traditional solutions, but
in doing so, offers some very appealing and
unique features.
The Abiloader stores and retrieves a
wheelchair to a seated driver in a way that
requires minimal strength of the driver. The
operation is triggered by a switch. An easily
operated latch which secures the chair is the
only other action required.
Overall Characteristics
Chair storage technology is not a “onesize-fits-all approach” but a more individual
response to the challenge of mobility. Starting from the features needed or wanted in a
vehicle and the chair or chairs to be used, a
best-fit solution is derived.
Examples of features to choose among are:
– 2 or 4 wheel drive
– Fuel preference – petrol, diesel
– Level of comfort / luxury
– Power and road manners
– Seat features and transfer height
– Roominess -how many passengers to
transport
– Format – SUV / wagon / minivan
–N
 imbleness -for manoeuvring in town
traffic and tight spaces, or a small garage
– Affordability – a new or second-hand car
These questions, combined with the size
and style of your chair, will deliver a best-fit
vehicle for your needs. (Of course, not all
vehicles have sufficient trunk space for a
wheelchair, but you choose from a range of
manufacturers and models that do.)
Surprisingly, such a flexible, custom approach to vehicle choice does not come at a
premium cost. It is significantly less expensive than a lowered floor minivan.
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Unmodified Vehicle Philosophy
The premise of the Wheelchair Storage
concept is to not modify the vehicle at all -it
is an ‘add-in’ not a ‘slice-it’ approach.
There is no cutting of floors, brakes, suspension, electrics of other crucial systems
that are part of vehicle integrity and safety.
The wheelchair storage device is designed to
fit in the trunk space of a vehicle, and store
and deliver the wheelchair from it.

but does not deliver it to the seated driver!
These aids all require a carer, and so do not
deliver independence.
Companion Products
Some other products extend wheelchair
storage technology to a wider audience.
If transfer to the car from the wheelchair
is difficult, (or if with aging the transfer
becomes more difficult) there are products
which can be added to the driver’s area

This has further implications in the life
cycle of your vehicle choice. For those who
wish to update their cars every few years
to current models and technology, they can
do this by swapping across the wheelchair
storage solution to the new car. Again this is
an important distinction, providing you the
ongoing choice of vehicle to suit your needs
as work and lifestyle change.
When you trade a vehicle at upgrade time,
it is traded as a normal unmodified vehicle,
not a mobility vehicle, thus having a much
wider audience of prospective buyers.
Economy
Vehicle technology has been making huge
improvements in the fuel economy and running costs over recent years. The ability to
upgrade to more recent models brings with it
significantly reduced running costs. Further,
the lower wind profile possible with the
smaller vehicles offers significant savings
on fuel costs.
Fuel for a vehicle over a five year life could
add close to $20,000 to its cost of ownership.
A 20% better economy from a smaller, and
more efficient vehicle could amount to $4000
savings at today’s fuel costs.
Independence
The prime application for this technology
is to provide total driver independence. Do
not confuse this technology with any aid
which helps lift a wheelchair from the trunk,

which make transfer easier and safer. These
include:
-transfer boards, either single position or
with powered lifts
-rotating / and or lowering seats
If self-propelling the wheelchair becomes
a challenge, electric-assist wheels can be
added to the wheelchair. Since electric-assist
changes the size of the chair negligibly,
this is a much lower impact change to your
environment than a power chair which may
require changes to house, garage, and work
access provisions.
CONCLUSION
The modular approach offered by the
Abiloader Wheelchair Storage device and
other companion products delivers much
improved freedom of choice in vehicle mobility. This is very timely, as society strives
to find ways to better integrate wheelchair
users into the normal patterns of work, life
and leisure.
For the many people who struggle with the
chair disassembly process daily, this offers a
solution that can dramatically improve their
enthusiasm for getting around by making it
easier and quicker. Early choice of this technology to protect joints at risk can maintain
mobility over a much longer span.
Contact Greg Ewing at Abiliquip for
further information and installers in your
region.
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2012 ADED BOARD of DIRECTORS
PRESIDENT ELECT
Michele Luther-Krug, COTA/L,
SCADCM, CDRS, ROH

PRESIDENT
Mary Schwartz, OTR, CDRS

PAST PRESIDENT
Amy Lane, OTR/L, CDRS

(816) 591-1053
(913) 599-0654
mary.schwartz75@yahoo.com

(412) 864-3068
laneak@upmc.edu

TREASURER
Janet Stohler, OTR/L, CDRS

SECRETARY
Ann St. John, OTR, CDRS

MEMBER AT LARGE
Holly Alexander, OTR/L, CDRS

(540) 981-1665
janetcdrs@aol.com

(713) 722-0667
annstjohnbell@gmail.com

(609) 922-2840
Holly.alexander@foxrehab.org

MEMBER AT LARGE
Beth Rolland, OTR, CDRS

MOBILITY EQUIPMENT DEALER
Eric Mansfield

CORPORATE
Jamie Morrison

(201) 368-6072
brolland@kessler-rehab.com

(330) 633-1118
emansfield@mobilityworks.com

(586) 843-3816
james.morrison@mobilityproductsd
esign.com

770-487-8753
krugdak@aol.com

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:

Elizabeth Green, OTR/L, CDRS
430 8th Ave DR NW
Hickory, NC 28601
(828) 855-1623 (ADED) (866) 672-9466 (toll free)
(828) 302-2119 (Mobile)
Elizabeth.green@driver-ed.org
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2013 ADED MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Membership period runs January 1 – December 31, 2013

Please provide contact information in the space provided:
Name:

Telephone Number:

Company:

Fax Number:

Mailing Address:

Website Address:
E-Mail Address:

Membership
Rate to be
paid:

Corporate
Member

Mobility Equipment
Dealer

Facility Member

Individual
Member

Please indicate your membership level below:

Includes all persons involved in provision, implementation, or administration of driver
rehabilitation services.
❏Individual RENEWING Member: Rate=$120.00
❏Individual NEW Member:
Rate=$145.00
Business or agency involved in the provision, implementation or administration of
driver rehabilitation services.
❏Facility Member – LEVEL 1* (1-3 Individuals): Rate=$240.00
❏Facility Member – LEVEL 2* (4-6 Individuals): Rate=$600.00
❏Facility Member –LEVEL 3* (7-10 Individuals): Rate=$960.00
❏New membership

$
Facility*

$

❏ Renewing membership

*PLEASE COMPLETE MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION SHEET ATTACHED
Businesses involved in providing installation, services and/or retail sale of
equipment, vehicles or rental vehicles for individuals with disabilities. The initial
location renewal fee is $275, and $50 for each additional location.
❏New membership

Individual

Mob. Equip.
Dealer*

❏ Renewing membership

Initial Location $ 275, PLUS Additional Location(s)* #________ x $50 = $_____

$

*PLEASE COMPLETE ADDITIONAL LOCATION SHEET ATTACHED
Businesses involved in manufacturing and distributing products used by driver
rehabilitation specialists or individual with disabilities.
❏New membership

❏ Renewing membership

Rate=$525.00

Corporate
$

*ATTN: Facility and Mobility Equipment Dealer Members: PLEASE COMPLETE ATTACHED
PLEASE RETURN THIS APPLICATION WITH PAYMENT IN US CURRENCY FOR PROPER PROCESSING.
REMIT TO: ADED 2425 N. Center St. #369 Hickory N.C. 28601
If you would like to pay by credit card, complete the following information and fax to 828-855-1672 or mail to
address above.
❏VISA
❏MASTERCARD
❏DISCOVER

Account #:
Expiration Date: month:
Card Holder’s Name:
Zip Code of Billing Address:
Card Holder’s Signature:
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Chapter News
Several Chapters met at the Annual
Mid West Chapter
Conference in Kansas City on MonScott Armour, president, says they
day July 30th at the ADED Annual
are planning for a conference/meetConference.
ing in spring 2013 in Indianapolis,
Kentucky/Tennessee/West IN. Andrea Vrobel has been in touch
Virginia Chapter
with Liz Green regarding budget, and
The next chapter meeting will be they are working on a call for papers.
held October 4, 2012 in Lexington The location is planned for Easter
KY. Three contact hours have been Seals Crossroads.
approved for this meeting. Contact
Michele Coffey for more details:
mwcoffey@yahoo.com.

Northeast Chapter

This chapter met at the ADED Annual Conference on Monday July 30.

Northwest Chapter

Northwest Chapter, ADED’s newest chapter, has been established. It
consists of members in Washington,
Oregon and British Columbia. Interim officers are: Frances Trom Van
Holst, president, and Teresa Valois,
secretary.

Georgia/South Carolina Chapter
Matt Abisamra, president, reports: “The GA/SC chapter continues to draw the envy of the other chapters with their
beach front conferences. This year’s Myrtle Beach conference was no different as it was headlined by nationally
renowned seating guru David Kreutz PT, ATP. The cherry on top of the sundae that was the conference held at
this posh, vacation town was an interactive Q and A session with two knowledgeable vehicle modifiers/vendors,
Rodney Wilson from R and R Vans and Holly Cothran-Drake from Mobility Works. Rodney and Holly were looking
forward to the talk as they have said, ‘No topic is off limits in this Q and A session’. Their companies have been
leaders in the mobility world for establishing productive relationships with CDRS’s to help clients. Troup Bower
from Southeastern Health Plus, Inc. has continued his annual philanthropic ways to provide a delicious Italian
meal for the conference at a local restaurant.”
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- Reliability
- Low Maintenance
- Long Service Life
- OEM Steering Option
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